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Luxury automobile manufacturers and brands operating in
Canada face a very competitive market with a plethora of

models and options for consumers to choose from. A
strong interest among consumers in considering a luxury
vehicle for their next purchase displays positive signs for

the segment.

This report looks at the following areas:

• Affordability is a top concern
• Rising household debt and dependability on interest rates
• Some luxury auto brands considered high maintenance

In general, luxury vehicles are commonly more expensive and are equipped with the latest features
and technology, which appeal to consumers who desire the latest and greatest for their vehicle. In
order for brands in this segment to expand sales, they may likely need to find gaps in their vehicle
lineup and target marketing content that speaks to the strengths of their brand and the preferences of
consumers.

This Report will explore consumer intent to purchase vehicles in the near future, consideration of luxury
vehicles, interest in passenger and cargo features, most important attributes for a luxury vehicle,
attitudes towards luxury vehicles and luxury vehicle brand associations. Macroeconomic factors
affecting the automotive industry and luxury segment specifically, will be explored. The Report also
looks at marketing and advertising campaigns from this segment and trends impacting the industry.
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Warm behinds and spacious trunks are of utmost interest
Figure 18: Importance of passenger and cargo features, October 2016

Older consumers prefer adjustable comforts
Figure 19: Importance of passenger and cargo features, 18-44s vs over-45s, October 2016
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Affordability is important, but so is safety and performance
Figure 22: Important luxury vehicle attributes (any rank top three), October 2016
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Preferences change with age
Figure 24: Most important luxury vehicle attributes (ranked 1st), 18-44s vs over-45s, October 2016

Younger men and Chinese Canadians are luxury vehicle enthusiasts
Figure 25: Attitudes towards luxury vehicles, Chinese Canadians and men 18-44s vs overall, October 2016

Luxury vehicles are the utmost “treat yourself” purchase
Figure 26: Lincoln Motors, official 2016 Lincoln MKX commercial

Figure 27: All-New Infiniti Q60 millisecond commercial, August 2016

Comfort is essential in a luxury vehicle
Figure 28: Comfort related attitudes towards luxury vehicles, October 2016

Most associate Mercedes-Benz with luxury
Figure 29: Luxury vehicle brand association with luxurious (top 10), October 2016

Volvo is seen as the leader in safety
Figure 30: Luxury vehicle brand association with safe (top five), October 2016

Tesla is highly regarded as cutting edge
Figure 31: Luxury vehicle brand association wth cutting edge technology (top six), October 2016

Premium vehicles are luxurious and stylish but are also high maintenance
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